Studies on bacterial chemotaxis. II. Effect of cheB and cheZ mutations on the methylation of methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein of Escherichia coli.
Radioactive proteins from chemotactic mutants of Escherichia coli with continuous tumbling phenotype (cheB and cheZ) and their otherwise isogenic parent were compared by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. The system was capable of separating non-methylated methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein (MCP) from its methylated equivalent. The analysis of proteins from the envelope fraction of the bacteria showed that the cheB mutants contained a larger portion of methylated MCP than did the parent. However, the change of MCP methylation level was small, if any, in cheZ strains. The results suggest that the product of cheB gene and the product of cheZ gene are not functional complementary. The product of cheB gene functions in controlling the level of methylation at the stationary state of the organisms. In addition to known MCP species, a new MCP of about 43,000 daltons was found. This MCP appears to be involved in transducing signals of some sugars.